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Microgravity research in space is a complex activity where the often scarce resources available for
the launch, accommodation, and operation of instrumentation call for a careful experiment planning
and instrument development. In this paper we describe a module of the Selectable Optical Diagnostic
Instrument, that has been designed as a compact optical diagnostic instrument for colloidal physics
experiments. The peculiarity of the instrument is the combination of a novel light scattering technique
known as near field scattering and standard microscopy with a low-coherence laser light source. We
describe its main design features, as well as measurement results on colloidal aggregation taken on
the International Space Station. © 2013 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4801852]
I. INTRODUCTION
Scientific experiments performed in microgravity require
specially designed instrumentation and measurement equip-
ment because of the very stringent conditions dictated by the
space environment. At present, a large portion of reduced
gravity experiments are performed on board the International
Space Station (ISS), a permanently inhabited satellite orbit-
ing around the earth at an altitude range of 300–400 km that
hosts laboratories for physics, biology, and human physiol-
ogy experiments.1 The instrumentation used there needs to
attain the highest level of reliability because any servicing ca-
pabilities, if available, are extremely limited once the instru-
ment has been launched in space. The design must be rugged
enough to assure a constant performance based on the cali-
bration on ground, and it must be able to survive the launch,
a brief (e.g., minutes) period of very intense vibration and ac-
celeration that can reach 4g in the Russian “Soyuz” rocket,
routinely used for microgravity science missions. In the case
of optical instruments, this means guaranteeing robust optical
alignment within a fraction of a micrometer.
In this paper, we will focus our attention on the Near
Field Scattering (NFS) unit of the Selectable Optical Di-
agnostic Instrument (SODI). Throughout the paper, we will
mention the instrument with its space mission name: SODI-
COLLOID. The instrument was developed by an industrial
consortium under contract to the European Space Agency to
carry out selected physics experiments in the field of soft
matter.
a)Present address: CERN CH-1211, Geneva 23, Switzerland.
b)Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:
stefano.mazzoni@cern.ch
c)Present address: Unilever R&D Vlaardingen, Olivier van Noortlaan 120,
3122 AT Vlaardingen, The Netherlands.
Its development started in 2005 following the approval
of a series of scientific experiments on various colloidal sys-
tems, including short-range attractive colloidal systems.2 It
was launched to the ISS in 2010. The typical configuration
of such a “multi-user” instrument sees a series of instrument
specific inserts (typically the cell) that can be easily integrated
into a fixed, general instrument. The investment incurred in
the development and launch of space-grade instrumentation
is generally so high that utilisation needs to be maximised by
performing experiments with similar experimental needs in
the same facility. Launch and development costs are therefore
limited to the elements that can be removed and exchanged
by astronauts once the facility is installed. A key element of
early development was the choice of a technique that could
be executed easily from ground with minimum or no inter-
vention from the astronauts. Despite the increase of the num-
ber of crew members on board the spacecraft in 2009, the
availability of crew time remains scarce. As a result, man-
ual intervention is limited to the installation/de-installation of
the instrument and, in case of off-nominal performance, of
very basic operations as visual inspection, mating/de-mating
of connectors, etc. The most common problems of optical in-
struments (misalignment above others) can therefore be fatal
since corrective measures cannot be performed on board the
spacecraft.
These considerations resulted in the choice of NFS, a
heterodyne, self-referencing optical technique of recent de-
velopment with characteristics that make it appealing for
space experiments, being extremely simple in its layout, al-
most entirely alignment-free, and with relaxed requirements
for the quality of optical components. Moreover, NFS allows
simultaneous measurement of static and dynamic light scat-
tering (DLS) by imaging the near field scattered light. As
such, it is ideally suited for following structural growth pro-
cesses on the colloidal length scale. In this paper, we present
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measurement results of the aggregation of colloidal particles
interacting via critical Casimir forces. Because of the attrac-
tive critical Casimir interactions, the particles aggregate into
fractal structures. Microgravity conditions are essential to ob-
serve the diffusion-limited growth of these aggregates with-
out disturbance by convection and sedimentation, as shown by
comparative measurements in microgravity and on ground.11
The control of the critical Casimir interactions needs pre-
cise temperature control; additionally, stirring is required in
between measurements to resuspend the particles. All these
performances are incorporated in the fully automated SODI-
COLLOID instrument. The paper will be organised as fol-
lows: we will provide a description of the NFS technique in
Sec. II, a description of the instrument in Sec. III, a descrip-
tion of the sample in Sec. IV, and the data analysis and ex-
perimental results from the space mission in Secs. V and VI.
The calibration procedure is described in detail in Appendixes
A–C.
II. NFS MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUE
NFS is a light scattering technique that allows the mea-
surement of the density correlation function of a sample.3–5
In contrast to usual far-field light scattering measurements, in
NFS, light scattered by the sample is recorded at a close dis-
tance, together with the transmitted light beam (heterodyne
configuration). The advantage is that a large range of scatter-
ing angles can be recorded simultaneously. Hence, compared
to regular light scattering, NFS allows simultaneous time- and
space resolved measurements. The NFS optical layout sub-
stantially follows what is described in Ref. 5 and references
therein (see Fig. 1).
The laser beam, launched via an optical fibre, illuminates
the sample after being collimated by a lens. The illuminated
region has a Gaussian transverse profile with an intensity dis-
tribution larger than the cell, so that the entire field of view
(FOV) is almost uniformly illuminated, the maximum inten-
sity variation being smaller than a factor 2 with respect to the
maximum value. The superposition of transmitted and scat-
tered light is projected onto the detector using a microscope
objective. The detector plane is conjugate to the object plane,
situated at a distance z just behind the sample, so that an im-
age (from now on referred as “NFS image”) of the near-field
scattered light is produced (see Fig. 1). Sequences of NFS
images are finally recorded on a camera and stored on a com-
puter for image analysis.
FIG. 1. Schematic of the NFS setup used for the COLLOID experiment.
III. THE SODI-COLLOID MODULE
NFS was selected by the European Space Agency as the
technique of choice for the SODI-COLLOID module. The in-
strument has been designed to meet the stringent engineering
budgets of space payloads. At variance with the ground lab-
oratory version of NFS, in the space version, the laser beam
is deflected by optical mirrors (see Fig. 2) allowing the in-
strument to fit a container of size 314 × 622 × 228 mm3
and reaching a total mass of 21 kg (including the container).
The setup is composed as follows. The light source (1) is a
commercial Distributed Feedback (DFB) laser diode emitting
at 935 nm, coupled to a single mode optical fibre. The DFB
laser diode was sinusoidally modulated in current at 20 kHz to
decrease its apparent coherence length to a few mm’s and al-
leviate high contrast interference fringes occurring from mul-
tiple reflections between the cell and the objective front lens.
The beam is collimated (2) resulting in a beam size of an ap-
proximate diameter of 10 mm (dia 1/e2). After being deflected
by the first mirror (3), the beam impinges on the sample cell
hosted in an array of 5 cells. The cell array is mounted on a
computer controlled translation stage (4) that selects the ac-
tive cell by positioning it in the optical path. The cell is im-
aged by a long (17 mm) working distance 20× magnification
microscope objective (5) with NA = 0.3 and multilayer coat-
ing for near-infrared radiation. It can be moved in such a way
that the focus lies inside the sample, thereby providing real-
space images of the central plane of the sample. We will refer
to this position as the imaging position, placed at z = 0. To ac-
quire NFS images, however, the lens was moved to a distance
z = 2.9 mm behind the sample. The image of the objective
lens is then projected onto a 10-bit CCD 1024 × 1024 sensor
(7) using a lens with a focal length of 200 mm (6). This de-
sign covers a range of wave vectors from approximately qmin
= 0.03 μm−1 up to qmax = 1.9 μm−1.
The sample cells are 25 × 10 × 2 (H × W × D)
mm3 optical grade quartz cuvettes sealed by a double o-ring
FIG. 2. Drawing of the SODI-COLLOID module. A movable array of cells
is mounted in front of the collection optics to allow measurement of multiple
samples. Due to safety regulations for instruments that are operated on board
the ISS, the module is enclosed in a sealed container that cannot be opened
in orbit.
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FIG. 3. Photo of the COLLOID module hosted inside the Microgravity Sci-
ence Glovebox that hosts all the ancillary systems for power and data com-
munication and storage, instrument control and on board image processing.
containment to fulfil safety requirements for instruments that
are operated in manned spacecrafts like the ISS. Cells are in-
dividually temperature controlled by means of Kapton resis-
tive heaters that were preferred over Peltier elements as the
experiment requires the temperature of the cell to be increased
only. Cells are cooled by means of conduction to housing
of the COLLOID container, then dissipation into the air by
forced convection provided by four fans mounted on the ex-
ternal side of the NFS module container. Since the thermal
performance of the system could not be ultimately verified on
ground because the lack of gravity-induced convection makes
thermal equilibration much slower in space, a detailed analy-
sis to simulate the thermal behaviour in microgravity was per-
formed, predicting an average cooling rate of 5 × 10−2 K/min
inside the box. Cells were also equipped with a Teflon-coated
magnetic stirrer to (re)disperse the particles in the cell volume
at the beginning of each experiment run. The stirrer was ac-
tivated by moving the cell array through an array of magnets
with alternating polarity.
The NFS module is accompanied by other SODI ancil-
lary elements (see Fig. 3). The Facility Control Unit (FCU)
hosts the drivers that control all SODI functions (e.g., mo-
tors, laser diode, temperature control system, etc.). The Im-
age Processing Unit (IPU) hosts a single-board computer and
a set of exchangeable solid state hard drives for images and
data storage. The IPU is connected via serial data link to the
Microgravity Science Glovebox (MSG), through which com-
munication with ground control is established. In addition, an
Ethernet link between the IPU and the MSG laptop computer
allows science data to be retrieved to ground for intermedi-
ate analysis by the science teams. The IPU is connected to
the main (120 V) and secondary (28 V) lines provided by the
MSG, that supply the 230 W consumed by the SODI during
operations.
Due to the limited availability of astronaut time on board
the ISS, the instrument has been conceived to minimise crew
interventions during operations. The system allows the ex-
ecution of the experiments in full automatic mode, follow-
ing a script loaded on the SODI computer. Ground opera-
tors can stop or modify the sequence by uploading a new
script or run the experiment in manual mode, by sending a
series of commands from ground. As a result, astronauts are
only needed for a minimum number of operations, that is, the
installation/de-installation of the instrument and the exchange
of flash drives.
To be able to follow the experiment from ground, the
instrument transmits telemetry and housekeeping data to
ground, including key scientific quantities computed by the
single board computer of the IPU. The image acquisition
scheme adopted for the space experiment is based on the
acquisition of batches of NFS images (typically composed
of 100 frames). For each and every image, the mean in-
tensity and normalized variance of the intensity (NVI) (see
Appendix C) is computed, while the structure factor S(q) is
computed over the last 10 NFS images of a batch, to limit
the utilisation of the CPU. These quantities, along with tem-
perature readouts from the cells, are sent to ground in quasi
real-time (i.e., with a variable delay dictated by periods of
loss of signal from the ISS when not orbiting in the range
of any ground stations). As customary in the development of
space instrumentation, a flight model (FM) and an engineer-
ing model (EM) were built, the latter essentially a replica of
the flight instrument available for ground tests and validation
of software scripts.
IV. COLLOIDAL SAMPLE
The SODI-COLLOID module was used to study
nanoparticles that experience a short-range attractive force
due to critical Casimir forces, as predicted by Fisher and De
Gennes6 in 1978. When stabilised particles are suspended in a
liquid medium with large (e.g., larger than the Debye screen-
ing length in the case of charge stabilised particles) fluctu-
ations of density, they experience a net attractive force due
to the confinement of density fluctuations between pairs of
particles. Despite being predicted more than 30 years ago,
the first experimental observation of critical Casimir forces
was reported in single-particle measurements of 2008.7 More
recently, it was shown that critical Casimir forces are akin
to the well-known depletion interaction.8 The experiments
reported here aim at studying aggregation of colloidal par-
ticles as induced by critical Casimir forces. The main ob-
jective of the study is to relate the fractal dimension of the
aggregates to the strength of the attractive Casimir force,
in turn dependent by the temperature at which aggregation
is taking place. This provides a new way to guide the ag-
gregation with active control over the particle pair poten-
tial, alternatively to traditional aggregation mechanisms that
rely on the screening of surface,9 in view of its potential
utilisation for the growth of nanostructured materials. The
very low strength of Casimir forces results in the creation
of very fragile aggregates that can be modified or even dis-
rupted by any macroscopic flow. As a result, these experi-
ments need to be performed in absence of any convection or
sedimentation. While the latter condition can be reached on
ground through matching the density of particles with that
of the fluid (even though for a narrow temperature range),
convective flows are always present due to parasitic lateral
temperature gradients. As such, the only way to obtain a
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flow-free environment in presence of temperature and concen-
tration gradients and over a temperature range of the order of
a few tens of degrees Celsius is to perform the experiment in
microgravity condition. The system chosen is a “binary” mix-
ture of 3-methyl pyridine (3MP) and water/heavy water with a
3MP weight fraction of X3MP = 0.39 and a D2O/H2O weight
fraction of Xhw = 0.63. The 3MP/D2O/H2O mixture has a
lower consolution point at 49 ◦C.10 Teflon R© colloidal particles
of size 200 nm (radius) were suspended in the 3MP/D2O/H2O
mixture at a volume fraction of ∼10−4, each cell with a differ-
ent concentration of salt to provide different screening of the
electrostatic repulsion induced by the surface charges. Previ-
ous experimental studies on this colloidal system1 show that
critical Casimir-induced aggregation takes place at a temper-
ature Tagg that is typically a few ◦C below (depending on salt
concentration, X3MP and Xhw) the critical consolution point of
the mixture. The measurement of Tagg, the study of the growth
and morphology of the aggregates in reduced gravity condi-
tions is the subject of the SODI-COLLOID experiment.
The SODI-COLLOID module was launched to the
ISS on Soyuz Progress M-07M and activated on 14th of
September 2010 for a first set of experiment that lasted until
11th of October. NFS images and science data were recorded
on hard disks and sent to ground with the final Space Shuttle
Discovery flight, STS-133. The instrument was then stowed
until it was installed again on the 17th of October 2011 for a
second mission that lasted two weeks. At the time of writing,
results of the static and dynamic analysis of the NFS images
from the first mission have been submitted for publication,11
while the images from the second mission were delivered to
the science team in the first half of 2012. We will here present
a summary of the scientific data produced by the instrument.
V. ANALYSIS OF NFS DATA
A. Static NFS measurements
The simplest and most straightforward application of
NFS is the measurement of the form factor S(q) of the sam-
ple. Here, q = 2k sin( θ2 ) is the wave vector, k the wave num-
ber, and θ the scattering angle. The measurement of S(q) is
achieved through the processing of a sequence of NFS im-
ages, where we indicate the intensity values recorded at posi-
tion (x, y) over the sensor plane for the ith frame with Ii(x, y).
The procedure is as follows:
(a) An array of normalized differences between couples of
frames at a fixed time distance (i-j) is generated
di(x, y) = Ii(x, y) − Ij (x, y)
Ii(x, y) + Ij (x, y) . (1)
Working with image differences allows eliminating static
optical background (stray light) from the signal. How-
ever, time dependent spurious contributions (e.g., vibra-
tion) are not removed.
(b) The two-dimensional (2D) power spectrum (PS) of each
difference is calculated using
Ji(qx, qy) = |F[di(x, y)]|2, (2)
where F indicates the Fourier transform. As mentioned
above, the power spectrum of image differences does
not contain contributions from static stray light, but it
is affected by sensor noise (e.g., shot noise) that can-
not be eliminated by image subtraction. It is however
still possible to account for the sensor noise by subtract-
ing the two-dimensional power spectrum Jie(qx, qy) of an
“empty” cell, that is, a cell filled with filtered water, from
Ji(qx, qy). For the sample measured in the present paper,
the contribution of Jie(qx, qy) proved to be very small and
was therefore neglected.
(c) The power spectra are then averaged
J (qx, qy) = 〈Ji(qx, qy)〉i (3)
to obtain the power spectral density measured by the in-
strument as a function of the two-dimensional wave vec-
tor (qx, qy).
(d) The power spectrum J(qx, qy) is azimuthally averaged
J (q) = 〈J (qx, qy)〉θ . (4)
(e) The azimuthally averaged power spectrum J(q) is finally
normalised by the Modulation Transfer Function (MTF)
of the instrument T(q), giving the form factor S(q)
S(q) = J (q)
T (q) . (5)
The MTF has to be determined through a dedicated cali-
bration procedure, described in Appendix A.
B. Dynamic NFS measurements
Brownian motions of the scatterers within the sample
cause the speckle field to fluctuate in time. As shown in
Ref. 12, these fluctuations can be exploited to recover statis-
tical information about the diffusion of the aggregates, thus
reproducing the traditional DLS method. Because of the het-
erodyne conditions, the intensity fluctuations are proportional
to the real part of the scattered field. Therefore, time con-
stants of the field-field correlation function of the system are
measured, differently from traditional DLS where intensity-
intensity correlations are obtained. This represents an advan-
tage of the NFS method, since different contributions to the
correlation function actually add as fields.
Let us consider a pair of intensity distributions recorded
at times t and t + τ , respectively. We consider now the
explicit dependence of the acquisition time lag τ on the
form factor calculated following the procedure outlined in
Sec. V A (without averaging over time as in point c). Fol-
lowing Ref. 12 we can write
St (q, τ ) = 4St (q) − 4Re{E(q, τ )E∗(q, t + τ )}, (6)
where St(q) = Si(q, τ → ∞) is the static power spectrum of
the sample calculated at time t in the limit of large τ , while
the second term is the field-field correlation function GE(q, τ )
= Re{E(q, τ )E∗(q, t + τ )}. St(q, τ ) thus provides the field-
field correlation function at time t for a fixed τ over the entire
accessible q-vector range.
To measure the time correlation functions, power spec-
tra of the normalized differences for several delay times are
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computed. By evaluating St(q, τ ) for various τ , we create a
sequence of field-field correlation functions. The time corre-
lation function St(q∗, τ ) can then be built for a fixed q∗.
On ground, sedimentation and convection can disturb
and, depending on their strength, completely disrupt the dif-
fusive motion of particles under observation. However, being
collective motions of the sample over the field of view, they
can be easily measured from Sij.13, 14 For the COLLOID sam-
ples on ground, these motions drastically affect the speckle
fields, so that the dynamic method could not be applied. By
contrast, in microgravity sedimentation and convection are
suppressed and the functional form of Si(q∗, t) is determined
solely by diffusion.
As it is well known (see, for example, Ref. 15), the field-
field correlation function of a system of mono-disperse non-
interacting particles is described by a decreasing exponential,
with a time constant determined by the Stokes-Einstein diffu-
sion coefficient, D, according to
St (q∗, τ ) = A(q∗)e−
τ
τD ,
(7)
τD = 1
Dq2
.
The exponential characteristic times, and therefore the hydro-
dynamic radii Rh, can be easily fitted to data over the avail-
able q range, that for this analysis effectively ranged from
0.7 to 2 μm−1. Having access to a whole wave vector range
at once presents an important advantage in terms of statis-
tics that partially overcomes the relatively limited time range
accessed by COLLOID. Even if the time lag spans just a
couple of decades, from 1 s to 100 s, changing q by a fac-
tor 3 allows extending the time lag by almost an additional
decade.
VI. MEASUREMENT RESULTS
A. Normalized variance of the intensity
Before the actual measurements of the growth of aggre-
gates, we first determined the temperature Tagg, at which ag-
gregation starts. This temperature depends on the amount of
added salt, and has therefore to be measured for each cell sep-
arately. To determine Tagg, we continuously raised the tem-
perature and monitored the NVI. A change of the NVI indi-
cates a change of the number density of scatterers or their
cross section, and provides a good measure of the growth
of aggregates. The temporal evolution of the NVI for one
of the space samples is shown in Fig. 4. The figure shows
data taken over approximately 18 h, during which the temper-
ature of the system was progressively increased. The strong
increase in the NVI demarcates the start of the aggregation of
the particles. Thus, in this particular example, Tagg = 44.2 ◦C
This sequence was performed as a first step for all samples,
in order to locate Tagg. The aggregation temperatures for all
cells were then used in subsequent runs, in which the samples
were brought from initial ambient temperature to the respec-
tive Tagg. As soon as Tagg was reached within ±0.01 K, a set
of 100 NFS images was acquired. The NVI, as clearly visi-
ble in Figure 4 is an excellent indicator of the formation of
aggregates, being linked to the forward scattering S(0) (see
FIG. 4. Time evolution of the NVI for cell 2 during the first experimental
run. Temperature inside the cell was progressively raised in order to locate the
aggregation temperature Tagg. The vertical dotted line indicates the measured
aggregation temperature, Tagg = 44.2 ◦C.
Eq. (C10)) and therefore very sensitive to the size of the scat-
terers. In fact, the formation of aggregates boosts the vari-
ance by a factor of 10, from a background value of 2 × 10−3
for all of the samples under observation. It is worth noting
that ground tests performed on samples that were the replica
of the ones used in space resulted in even higher values of
NVI after aggregation, reaching values of 10−1 and starting
from comparable background values. Since the NVI is lin-
early proportional to the number of scattering elements N that
are present in the scattering volume this could be explained by
non-complete suspension of the particles that were left sedi-
menting during the 5 months between the filling on ground
and the activation of the experiment in space, resulting in
fewer particles in the cell volume. In addition, sedimentation
is exacerbated by the launch phase, when the sample is ex-
posed to accelerations up to 3g for several minutes.
B. Static NFS
Figure 5 shows the form factor of the sample as mea-
sured during the space experiment. The top panel shows the
measured power spectrum J(q). The form factor S(q) as de-
fined in (5) is shown in the bottom panel. The correction by
the MTF changes the shape of the power spectrum slightly.
Furthermore, one can notice the presence of oscillations in
both the curves at low q (i.e., q < 2 × 10−1 μm−1), that are
not accounted for by the MTF. Such oscillations are due to
a combination of two phenomena described in Appendix B,
and can mask S(q) at low wave vector. It is however possible
to recover the signal at low wave vectors through a procedure
described in Appendix B.
The measured form factor is characteristic for finite, frac-
tal aggregates. To show this, we use the well-known Fisher-
Burford expression16 that links the key geometrical quantities
of the aggregate to the form factor
S(q) ∝ 1[1 + 2(qRg)2/3df ]df /2 , (8)
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FIG. 5. (a) An example of a raw PS J(q); (b) the MTF corresponding S(q)
corrected for the MTF T(q).
where Rg is the gyration radius of the aggregates and df the
fractal dimension.
It is therefore possible to measure the growth of aggre-
gates by evaluating S(q) as a function of time. Figure 6 shows
a set of S(q) curves acquired during aggregation at different
times together with best fits using Eq. (8). One can notice that
the overall signal grows as a function of time, indicating that
aggregates are growing, progressively increasing the amount
of scattered light. The agreement between the data and the
fits is generally quite good, except for points below 0.3 μm−1
FIG. 6. Sequence of S(q) curves acquired during aggregation, at t = 200 s
(squares), t = 700 s (circles) and t = 2100 s (crosses), time t = 0 being the
beginning of aggregation. Solid curves are data fit with the corresponding
Fisher-Burford curves.
FIG. 7. (a) S(q) as a function of the lag time (1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64 s, from
the bottom as indicated by the arrow); (b) example of correlation functions
obtained from the S(q) for q = 0.3, 0.7, 1, 1.75 μm−1 (from above).
where a depression in the power spectral density is present
due to the interactions between the scatterers. This allows not
only to obtain the average gyration radius Rg of the aggregates
as a function of time but also the fractal dimension from the
slope at high wavelengths, where S(q) ∼ q−df . The best fit
to the data in Fig. 6 gives Rg = 1.35, 2.3, and 2.9 μm and
df = 2.2.
C. Dynamic NFS
To evaluate the dynamics, we show a typical time se-
quence of power spectra St(q, τ ) obtained from COLLOID
flight data in Fig. 7(a). We remind that Sij(q, τ ) is the form
factor calculated from the difference of images recorded at
times t and t + τ . As the time lag τ increases, the intensity
distribution of the two images becomes progressively uncor-
related. As a result, the St(q, τ ) grows approaching the “true”
St(q). The effect is q-dependent, as large wave vectors (i.e.,
spatially small objects) de-correlate faster due to the diffusive
nature of the process (see Eq. (7)). We can therefore obtain
the single correlation functions for the available wave vectors
range, as shown in Figure 7(b) for a few q values.
Fitting to single exponentials has been performed, re-
sulting in estimates for the characteristic decorrelation times.
For the correlation functions presented in Fig. 7(b), the fit-
ting times are 2.5 s, 9 s, 16 s, 46 s, respectively. Due to
the limited range in lag times, no further information can be
gathered, such as what can be obtained with the traditional
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cumulant methods for DLS. In addition, the determination
of the Stokes-Einstein diffusion coefficients and therefore the
hydrodynamic radii cannot be performed by a simple dynamic
analysis. This is caused by the rotational degree of freedom of
the aggregates, as rotations can lead to additional decorrela-
tion unaccounted for by the Stokes-Einstein diffusion equa-
tion. As a matter of fact, for micrometer sized scatterers as
measured in COLLOID, the correlation characteristic times
for Brownian motions are close to the rotational diffusion
times. Rotations then participate to depress the correlation
functions, and must be kept into account for a precise data
analysis as described in Sec. V D.
D. Combining static and dynamic near field scattering
The combination of simultaneous static and dynamic
measurements allows to measure the hydrodynamic radii and
to obtain insight into the internal structure of the aggregate.
This method presents a unique advantage over the traditional
light scattering technique, as one can in principle simultane-
ously determine the radius of gyration Rg and the hydrody-
namic radius Rh, thereby gathering information on the com-
pactness of the aggregate. A proper analysis keeping into
account the additional decorrelation coming from the rota-
tions of aggregates can be achieved considering an effective
diffusion coefficient Deff as a function of q17 that depends
on both the hydrodynamic and the gyration radii of the scat-
terers. This approach allows to measure the ratio β = Rh/Rg
which is usually difficult to be assessed, and is connected to
the internal structure of the aggregates.18 COLLOID proved
to be an ideal instrument to exploit the analysis described in
Ref. 17, overcoming the difficulties traditionally encountered
thanks to the strong reduction of convection and sedimenta-
tion due to the microgravity conditions and the capability to
recover both static and dynamic information starting from the
same data.
Following the procedure described in Sec. V A, the static
form factor S(q) can be recovered, from which precise mea-
surements for the gyration radius Rg and the fractal dimension
df are obtained using the Fisher-Burford relation (8) (see, for
example, Refs. 5 and 11). These parameters can be used to
generate the expected dependence of the effective diffusion
coefficient Deff(q) that, following Ref. 17 and considering the
Fisher-Burford description for the static form factor S(q, Rg),
turns out to be related to the Stokes-Einstein diffusion coeffi-
cient D as follows:
Deff
D
= 1 + 1
2β2
[
1 − 3df
3df + 2(qRg)2
]
. (9)
The only free parameter here is the ratio β = Rh/Rg and since
Rg is measured from the static structure factor, the value of Rh
can be determined by fitting to the measured q-dependent dif-
fusion coefficient. As it appears from the previous equation,
the ratio Deff/D does depend on the product qRg only, thus
defining a master curve that is independent of time.
Experimental measurements of the effective diffusion co-
efficient, and best fits using Eq. (9) are shown in Fig. 8. The
two data sets represent measurements at two different tem-
peratures, Tagg and Tagg + 0.4 K. The master curves fit the
FIG. 8. Example of the master curves obtained from data at two different
temperatures. The curves have been fitted to data by imposing β = 1.05
(lower curve, Tagg) and β = 0.82 (upper curve Tagg + 0.40 K).
experimental data very well. The effect of the rotations is evi-
dent from the increasing Deff/D as a function of q. The higher
q region in the static form factors, and the corresponding cor-
relation functions, are determined by the smaller structures in
the scatterers. For highly structured scatterers, the rotation ef-
fects are larger, as it appears for the highest temperature data
(upper curve). By contrast, the lower curve indicates that a
more compact object is formed, in agreement with the higher
fractal dimension measured from the static form factors.11 In
this way, the measure of β provides additional information
about different structures within the aggregates.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented the SODI-COLLOID in-
strument, a compact near field scattering machine built for mi-
crogravity experiments. This rather novel technique has been
preferred over more traditional ones due to its very simple
setup and data acquisition scheme. The instrument has been
launched to the ISS in 2009 to measure aggregation of col-
loids induced by critical Casimir forces. Selected results from
the analysis of the first space experiment (2010) were pre-
sented. Notwithstanding its simplicity, NFS is a very ver-
satile technique that can combine static and dynamic light
scattering measurements. In particular, it can measure in-
dependently both the hydrodynamic Rh and gyration radius
Rg of the aggregates, thus giving information on their inter-
nal structure. The potential of NFS is best exploited in re-
duced gravity conditions, where any buoyancy driven large
scale flow is strongly suppressed. This is crucial for the dy-
namic analysis of data, which is based on subtraction of NFS
images acquired at different times. Without the contribution
of sedimentation or convection, Brownian motion, and ro-
tation of the growing aggregates remain the only responsi-
ble for the decorrelation of NFS images, allowing a precise
and straightforward measurement of the diffusion coefficient.
This considered, NFS proved to be the ideal tool for static
and dynamic measurements of aggregation of nanoparticles in
space.
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APPENDIX A: CALIBRATION PROCEDURE
As mentioned in Sec. V, the experimental data have to
be corrected for the MTF of the light scattering instrument.
This MTF was determined for both the FM and the EM. In
principle, since the output of NFS is an image, the full cal-
ibration procedure requires the characterisation of the two-
dimensional MTF. However, since the final data are obtained
through an azimuthal average of the power spectra of such
NFS images, it is enough to measure the azimuthal average
of the transfer function. This greatly simplifies the calibration
procedure.
The microscope objectives used, produce magnifications
slightly different from the reported ones, in part due to devia-
tions from a perfect collimation. The actual magnification of
the overall system was determined by using a static speckle
pattern generated by a simple ground glass mounted upon a
micrometric translation stage. By using the properties of the
near field speckles,19 we calibrated the magnification M on
the basis of known displacements. The pixel size, p, is fixed
by the choice of the camera, or equivalently the sensor size,
L = Np, where N × N is the total number of pixels. By de-
termining the actual magnification of the objective used, the
pixel size in Fourier space can be calculated by means of qmin
= 2πM/L. This was determined separately for the FM and the
EM.
In order to determine the MTF, a calibration sample
was used containing a suspension of polystyrene spheres of
2 μm in diameter in 50% water, 50% deuterated water, and an
“empty” sample containing only the water. By using a mixture
of water and heavy water, the density of the solvent could be
matched to the density of the particles, thereby greatly reduc-
ing their sedimentation. The power spectrum of the particles
as calculated from Mie-theory remains almost flat over the
entire COLLOID wave vector range (Fig. 9 below).
In order to reduce the statistical errors to below 1%
over the entire wave vector range, a set of 10 000 images
was recorded with an acquisition frequency of 1 Hz. We
follow the same scheme as adopted for the static analysis (see
Sec. V) in order to obtain power spectra for both the calibra-
tion sample and the “empty” sample, averaged over the entire
FIG. 9. The modulation transfer function for the COLLOID Flight Model
(open squares). The continuous line represents the differential cross section
(arbitrary units) of polystyrene spheres 2 μm in diameter suspended in water
for a wavelength λ = 935 nm, as a function of the transferred wave vector as
obtained from Mie scattering calculations.
data set. The resulting average PS of the “empty” sample is
then subtracted from the average PS of the calibration sam-
ple in order to remove noise generated by the camera (shot-
noise). The result provides a measurement of the power spec-
tral density measured by the instrument as a function of the
two-dimensional wave vector (qx, qy). After azimuthally aver-
aging, the resulting PS, J(q), is finally divided by the expected
form factor I(q) in order to find the MTF of the instrument.
The expected form factor I(q) for the calibration sample is
obtained through accurate Mie calculations for the differen-
tial cross section as a function of the transferred wave vector
q at a wavelength of λ = 935 nm
MTF (q) = J (q)
I (q) . (A1)
The resulting MTF for the COLLOID FM is shown in Fig. 9
which is used to correct the raw experimental data. The MTF
shows that the system is capable of providing information up
to a wave vector q = 1.9 μm−1, corresponding to the nominal
numerical aperture of the microscope objective.
APPENDIX B: MODIFIED TALBOT EFFECT
At wave vectors lower than 0.5 μm−1, a small oscilla-
tory behaviour is present even after calibration, as can be seen
in Fig. 5(b). This is due to the combination of two different
physical effects that must be taken into account. One is the
so called Talbot effect, which affects power spectra of im-
ages taken just downstream a sample with deep oscillatory
modulations.20 This is due to scattering from 2D structures
(Raman-Nath21) and disappears when the 3D Bragg scatter-
ing regime is reached.22 The second is a subtle effect which
changes the oscillation phase with the size of the scatterers,
therefore producing a scattering signal that is sample depen-
dent. This effect was described and exploited in Ref. 23 and
affects the measurements in two ways. As a result, the MTF
determined from the calibration contains oscillations from the
particles in the calibration sample which are obviously not
present in the experimental system when the sample differs
from the one used in the calibration. These oscillations are
however sufficiently small and can be neglected, allowing the
utilisation of the MTF to correct any experimental data.
Talbot oscillations, always present in the experimental
data, can hide the “true” S(q) at low q wave vectors (see
Fig. 10(a)). In order to minimize the Talbot oscillations as
much as possible, the cell was thick enough to meet the 3D
Bragg scattering conditions.
Furthermore, it is possible to compensate for these os-
cillations by modelling their behaviour in the actual working
conditions simply by using the (unknown) size of the scatter-
ers as a fitting parameter. A simple explanation of the Talbot
effect can be found in Ref. 23 and references therein. In the
case of a pure 2D scatterer (Raman-Nath conditions), it intro-
duces a modulation in the PS given by
T ′2D(q) =
[
sin2
(
q2z
2k
)
+ ϕ
]
, (B1)
where k = 2π /λ and ϕ is the phase lag described in Ref. 23.
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FIG. 10. (a) Measured PS compensated for the MTF (squares) and the fitting
TTF multiplied by a factor 104 (solid line); (b) the form factor S(q) after
compensation for the modified Talbot effect.
Now we let the scattering system increase in depth up to
a longitudinal thickness L. The Talbot effect changes since the
contributions coming from different planes within the sample
are sensed at position z at different “effective” observation
distances. By increasing L, the system continuously changes
from a 2D to a 3D system. To put it more quantitatively, it
is enough to integrate the Talbot Transfer Function (TTF) of
Eq. (B1) from z to z + L
T ′(q) = 1 − cos
[
q2
2k
(2z + L) + ϕ
]
sinc
(
q2L
2k
)
, (B2)
where we used the function sinc x = sin x/x. The 3D Bragg
effect is described by the last factor, which depends on L. This
shows that the first node of the oscillations appears at q equals
qB =
√
2πk
L
. (B3)
The oscillations are also present at larger wave vectors, how-
ever, eventually vanishing a few cycles after qB. In Fig. 10(a),
we show a plot of the oscillations as calculated for the specific
conditions in COLLOID.
This result does not include the tapering of the oscilla-
tions due to the geometrical effect described in Ref. 23. This
effect can however be neglected since the distance z is com-
parable to the thickness L in which case the 2D-3D transition
effect is dominant. Notice that Eq. (B2), contains a substantial
simplification. The thickness must include the sample refrac-
tive index and the optical path through the cell walls resulting
in slightly more complicated calculations. This complication
can be avoided however, by introducing an effective cell thick-
ness at the working wavelength. That is, one can first fit the
main (Talbot) oscillations by changing z and ϕ, and finally
the amplitude of the Talbot oscillations. This amplitude can
be affected by some spurious effects, however, this reduction
is only approximately 10%. The analytical function is then
used to divide the PS to produce the form factor S(q) of the
sample. An example is shown in Fig. 10, where in (a) we show
the PS together with the fitted T ′(q), and in (b) the resulting
form factor.
APPENDIX C: THE SIGNAL VARIANCE AND THE
COMPLEX SCATTERED AMPLITUDE
We have shown that, once the MTF and the TTF (see
Eq. (B2)) are known and characterised, the form factor S(q)
can be obtained following a procedure outlined in Sec. V.
Besides S(q), NFS allows to extract information about the
amplitude of the scattering field through the variance of the
NFS images, thanks to the self-reference condition. This is a
very valuable feature for a space-borne instrument as it allows
monitoring of the progression of the experiment by sending a
quantity (the variance of images) that can be easily computed
by the on-board software to mission control centres, which is
less demanding than images in terms of bandwidth occupa-
tion. In this section, we show how to determine the adimen-
sional amplitude of the scattered field, S(0), thus obtaining
information about the complex field of the scattered waves.
Let AS be the amplitude of the emerging wavefront,
which is much smaller than the transmitted field ampli-
tude, AT, to guarantee the heterodyne condition. At position
r = (x, y, z) on the sensor, let AS be the superposition of N
spherical scattered waves with amplitudes given by
aj (x, y) = |S(0)| Aj
k0
∣∣r − rj ∣∣ (C1)
and random phases ϕj(x, y). Here, Aj = A(rj) is the amplitude
of the field impinging onto the jth scatterer, placed at posi-
tion rj = (xj, yj, zj). The interference with the transmitted field
produces a speckled intensity distribution given by
I (x, y) = AT 2 + 2AT Re
⎡
⎣ N∑
j=1
aj exp(iϕj )
⎤
⎦ . (C2)
This speckle field is characterized by a first order intensity
distribution described by a modified Rician distribution, that
under the heterodyne condition reduces to a Gaussian func-
tion with average AT2 and a variance VI given by24
VI = 4σ 2
(
AT
2 + σ 2) ∼ 4σ 2AT 2, (C3)
where 2σ 2 = ∑Nj=1 aj 2 = N〈aj 2〉. As a consequence, we get
the following expression for the variance of the intensity:
VI = 2|S(0)|2 AT
2
k02z2
∑N
j=1 Aj
2, (C4)
where the paraxial approximation |r − rj| = z has been used
for any j.
In the experimental setup, the N particles are illuminated
by a beam with a Gaussian intensity profile. To take this into
account, we assume that the amplitude of the scattered waves
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depends only on the distance from the optical axis, r = zθ ,
so that any distance r is associated with a value I(r) for the
intensity of the incoming beam
|A(r)|2 = I (r) = Im exp
(
− r
2
r02
)
, (C5)
where r0 is the distance at which the beam intensity drops to a
value 1/e of the maximum, Im. This assumption is well satis-
fied in COLLOID, since the magnification of the system is a
factor 20 approximately. In this case, the effective observation
region has an extension around the optical axis that is much
smaller than the illuminated region. We shall concentrate on
the simple case of a collection of n identical scattering cen-
tres per unit volume. For a given annular region of the sample
between a distance r and r + dr from the optical axis, the
variance of the speckle field is given by
dVI = 2n2πrdrL|S(0)|2 AT
2
k02z2
Im exp
(
− r
2
r02
)
, (C6)
where L is the sample thickness. The integration is extended
from r = 0 up to a distance r = rmax imposed by the geometry
of the cell. The expression for the variance then becomes
VI = 4nπL|S(0)|2 AT
2
k02z2
Im
∫ rmax
0
exp
(
− r
2
r02
)
rdr. (C7)
We now define the normalized intensity distribution as
i(x, y) = I1(x, y) − I2(x, y)
I1(x, y) + I2(x, y) =
1
AT
Re
⎡
⎣ N∑
j=1
aj exp(iϕj )
⎤
⎦
(C8)
that produces a NVI given by
NV I = VI
AT 2A02
. (C9)
The result is independent of the incoming beam amplitude,
A(r) and the transmitted beam amplitude, AT. When the ex-
tinction is very small, that is, AT = Am, the NVI reduces to
NV I = VI
AT 4
= 4nπL|S(0)|2 1
k02z2
∫ rmax
0
exp
(
− r
2
r02
)
rdr.
(C10)
This result also shows that the NVI can be used to extract in-
formation about the adimensional scattering amplitude once
the number concentration is known. This has been done to
evaluate the effective concentration of monomers in the sam-
ples after the instrument launch and installation aboard the
ISS.
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